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Ascend 12t kayak

People rated this kayak unstable and unable to stand, that'a on them and their own balance issues. I can stand and literally jump side by side on the edges on this fully loaded Cayal and remain stable/my fine gear. My weight is 225pnds. My son has and can do the same on his own, is only 140pnds.
Well, I bought these kayaks to catch very remote lakes and I didn't buy them to stand where i caught tons of fish and money, it's big fish. The tracks are good in the water and i get there n again. I'm not sure why people want to stand, and you'd have bought John's boat if I wanted to stand. All around the
kayak is a fishing machine for money is not too stable for parking and fish if that's why you buy too hard to maneuver, I would rather have bought a 10T kayak and if you lost your kayak seat is as good as trying to find a really bad 2020 alternative update! Bass Pro stores announce that you can stand and
fish from this kayak. There's no way! It is very unstable front and rear wells holding water tank. 10 pounds of weight on the front was enough to make the bow sit low enough in the water where he began to take on the water. Bad scupper holes site. It's not worth spending $650 plus tax on something that's
poorly designed. Cheap cheap cheap!! Don't buy these kayaks. He bought this kayak a few months ago. After reading many reviews I figured it was the best bang for my buck. Not the case at 31 wide this is not a stable kayak. Those who say this is a constant need to try Pescador 12. Day and night
difference! If you hit around the back storage well on the 12T upward you'd better hang on as it's tippy too. The thickness of the hull on the 12T upward is also disappointing. Again when I compared this to Pescador 12 to be purchased (which was less expensive) there was a night difference today. The
material on Pescador is much heavier and generally much better built. Tracking is average at best. When paddling at a comfortable pace it does not walk side by side. If you compare the 12T upward to Sundolphin from Wal-Mart I will agree it's the best kayak. However it gets to excel quickly compared to
a similar kayak line. People there have better choices. Look at what is the total weight capacity of boats which will tell you a lot about how to build well. The 12T Upward is a decent backup kayak but that's all I recommend to use. Much better options available (for less money). I have a model 2017/2018,
very few negatives with this own kayak. Stability for me was a big factor in buying a kayak fishing, and I was afraid to buy this one because some people on YouTube try to stand in it and look like they were riding a bike for the first time and quickly saying that you can't stand it. I got a big deal on it so I
decided to go for it. The first time i got out, I tried to stand and was a little shaky but I With 3 years old in front for 30 seconds or so. The next time I went out I started fishing standing up, and by the end of that trip, I had no fishing problems at all on my feet for long periods. Like anything it takes to exercise,
once you get used to the secondary stability on this incredibly stable kayak. I love the amount of deck space, track system, and storage. I could have used another storage room, but it's going to die. The seat is very low and I lifted my seat after my first trip. The biggest trick with this yak is weight. ITs are
rather hard to put on the car myself, but you can achieve it with some strategy. Excellent fishing yaks at a great price. I won't be disappointed I've had the FS12T upward touch over the course of a year. I totally enjoyed it. She had water until the tops of the Gonoalis kept paddling in high winds, and the
water continued to get out of the scuppers. Very stable in rough water. It was in 3' swell of the ship wakes up and just coils with a flow. The seat was replaced about 4 months ago. Broken support packages are easy to do with people warranty. The bolts have been replaced and the metal tubes do not
corrode from the salt water though washdowns after each trip. I used pipe insulation on the back, and this has taken a bit of stress off the screws. I've removed the tracks on the side and welded the holes. I have a small track I put anchor winch on and remove my winch after each trip. I wish they had
access in front and Stern. I'm in the process of installing a rudder as this kayak does the path towards the wind when rowing. It's not a big complaint, just a fact of life. I plan to install a vertical panel at the back to operate the steering cables inside. Enough things are already out there. I replaced the slot
collar in front of the day with silicone 1/4 x 1/4 adhesive again toss. The front slot leaked due to the weak workmanship of the original collar installation. Both the original upper and lower stuffing was 1+ gap due to possibly stretching the collar during installation and then returned to the original length. (I
had to be careful in doing this when I was working.) I've added anchor carts on both sides. I changed the paddle clip to the side because it works for me. The changes you've made are what works for me. I would like to emphasize this fact. The climbing kayak is a great kayak. I've rubbed oyster beds,
trolleyed to launch and if it's about 30# lighter that would be great, but I won't trade it for the thickness of the material. For those younger people, #no hashtag is that it's worth a pound. All in all that is a very large kayak. This thing is an absolute fishing machine, and nothing can compare to the
price. It's the best bang for your guaranteed buck. Like others, I did a lot of research and came to FS12T (instead of FS128T too). Sue Value with this kayak. This kayak is very stable in all/most cases. I feel comfortable saying that after last weekend, it's pretty much why I'm taking this time to write a



review. Heading out expecting 10-15 mph winds, which were dealt with before the wind eventually being 10....to 25 mph! Stupid weather men! I was in the middle of the lake when it was most affected. It was super superficial and the stuff didn't look good..... But the damned kayak was taking things like the
hero I didn't end up flooding the whole kayak where there was constant water in the kayak up to just about an inch or so under the upper parts of the kayak..... But just kept paddling, and the kayak just kept moving. I have a fear of open water and should be (tube) bricks, but the stability of the kayak and it
is the ability to take waves moved through them.... I even took some beer breaks while paddling I was very confident though conditons! Lol rowing against 20+ hourwind is a great workout.... That's bigger with beer breaks! Lol yes that. This stable thing has a lot of storage with slot and front and back areas
where you put you cage/cooler. He has rails for accessories. tracks well. He has a comfortable seat. It is good for FAT GUY (235, 5'7' male). Pricing for any budget... You want to be a baller? Buy it and trick him. You want to get off the bank..... You can save $600 for that. Worth it. I 5'6 160 pounds I can
stand on the edge and it won't flip. Not that slow compared to my sun dolphin sitting at a 10 ft kayak length 12ft. 31 inches wide. The weight is 77 lbs. A maximum weight capacity of 350 lbs for a price of $599 this kayak is the way to go. It has rowed in lakes, rivers and oceans, and it holds up nicely in all
three. The material is really durable and thick. I leave him in the sun at home and it didn't adversely affect him. I've also scraped the bottom across the oyster beds, dragging them through the river beds when the water was countless low times. She had no hole or any compromise in the hull. A large front
slot leaks a little, especially when passing surfbut not its dealbreaker. Kind of hard to turn and although I've just taken it btb I don't recommend it, not the most stable. Overall although it's great, the durable yak at a great price 2016 Bass Pro Upward FS12T has changed significantly from 2015. During the
2016 production year, there was a shift from putting a rod holder on a star gun to putting tracks on both the port and the asterisk. This is a very positive change that provides great flexibility in what and where owners can place accessories. In addition to this change, the center weathertight slot has been
raised a little to make it more weathertight. Again, this is a positive change. The FS12T is very good value, priced at $599.99. Military personnel generally get a 10% discount in Bass Pro, making it better The kayak is fully usable, including for fishing, right opposite the floor of the showroom. In addition to
the above items, Bunji has front and rear to hold gear, very generous cage well, two flush rod holders, paddle, and seat abandoned his comfort. However, it lacks an anchor cart, which will add most hunters quickly. All this is the quality of the kayak at a good price point. It is highly recommended for
anyone who wants to get into kayaking or kayaking in general. I bought the FS12T 2 months ago, I did a lot of research, money I could not find anything that offered stability, storage and deck room available. The seat is gorgeous, both adjustable, comfortable and unlike the competition you don't need to
replace it. I've had it out on windy days and it's great tracks and I was dry when I got back to the beach. There is plenty of room to handle the storage below and a cold room and a cage on top. I have the latest model and I love the cup holder in the center as well as dry storage. No water in the hull after i
took it out I gave it because I had to have a second one that sent me as I wasn't a rod holder on the front but the rails on both sides and Baspro didn't have any extensions to offer like a rail mount rod holder. Also, the seat does not stay in the specified position on its own, I chose to add swimming noodles
to the rear rail of the seat and this lift and carry it comfortably in position. ($3 in public dollars)! I would recommend this to anyone looking to start with rowing advertising and looking forward to getting many years of use out of it. I just bought my 2015 ASCEND FS12T about 2 months (my first kayak) and
I'm very happy with it. The 9999, 999, 1 front rod holder, 3 for holder bars, 2 fastened behind the seat. There is plenty of space behind the seat for a large ice chest or treatment box, and there is a comfortable opening between your legs to handle plus a screw on the cover pocket (water proof). The drink
holder also upwards in between your legs. I find the boat very comfortable, but there can't be anything. However, he did not spend more than 10 hours fishing in it. The high rear seat is really nice and adjustable. In the far front is a small area and is a good place to keep small processing boxes. I found it
very stable but only in a small lake with wind and current so far. Cons: The seat bracket screws will bend due to the space between the two rear seat bar brackets (floor) will not rest on the kayak floor. The repair was easy by installing 7/8 rubber neoprene washers to support the rear seat bar that takes the
pressure off the steering pins to prevent seat movement. Another item that would be nice is the cleats are installed on both sides halfway. Bottom line: I feel like this is a great kayak for fishing alone and is worth the price as the Ascending SF12T. I would recommend this kayak, ascending FS12T SOT by
Pro. The FS12T Upward is the best bang for buck in the price range. Any other boat in this range needs an upgraded seat to rest. I sat at fs12T for 4-6 hours with no inconvenience. The ability to stand is also a great advantage on those longer trips. The only negative sign is that scupper holes do not drain
properly in the middle section. You don't sit in the water anyway, but there's always a little there. It's not a big deal. This is a kayak for anyone looking in range under $600.00. This is a special boat for a particular purpose. It's a great stable fishing platform with a lot of storage. The reason I rated it only 6 is
because it is so heavy both in and out of the water. It's great tracks however, and I'm often left in the dust of my friends in smaller lighter boats. Also, during a recent oklahoma hailstorm, a piece of cold-sized baseball punched a hole in a keel. In its defense, many boats can't do better with this kind of
bombing. If you're just fishing small farm ponds I think you'll really enjoy this boat. If exploration or rivers are your thing going with something lighter. I'm replacing this yak with bass Pro FS10 sitting inside this is 20 lbs lighter and handles better on rivers. I bought the FS12T upward a few weeks ago and it
was on water 3 times and I love every second of it. The kayak is stable and great. I have no fear at all when it comes to his heart. I even stood fishing several times. He had no problems with her yet. Every time I take her out, I get compliments about how kind she is. I would definitely recommend this
kayak. After a long research project and trying to keep costs low I bought the FS12T sitting on top. Very good boat at a good price. Very open front and rear deck and large slots. 1 nice-sized mid-ship slot. The seat is great, but there are reports of issues on other sites, but no issues have been seen.
Stable and can even stand up. 31 wide. The owners of the rod are 2 clips, instead of wrapping the bungee and I hit the rear one when paddling once in a while. I would recommend this kayak. Kayak.
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